Crazy for Cables Hat

Written by Carri Hammett
Author of
More Than a Dozen Hats and Beanies
Mittens and Hats for Yarn Lovers,
Knitting 101 and other titles

This is the perfect hat to welcome
cooler autumn weather.
If you want to learn how to make cables without a
cable needle see Carri’s article in the editor’s blog;
http://www.creativeknittingmagazine.com/blog/

Size, Finished Dimensions and Yardage:
Finished Hat Finished Hat Approximate
To Fit Size
Circumference Height
Total Yardage
Youth to adult small
14 1/4"
7 1/2"
125
Adult medium
16
8 1/2"
150
Adult large
17 3/4"
9 1/2"
175
Directions will be shown in the pattern as follows small [medium, large]
NOTE ABOUT SIZING: This is a very stretchy hat and the 16” hat really does fit a 20” head. The pattern is a multiple
of 6 stitches. If you want to make the hat in a bigger or smaller size than shown in the pattern then add or
subtract stitches in multiples of 6.
Gauge: 5 stitches per inch (2.5 cm) in stockinette stitch
6 ¾ stitches per inch (2.5 cm) in cable rib pattern
To determine the correct size needle, work a swatch in stockinette stitch making sure your gauge is 5 stitches
per inch or 20 stitches in 4 inches.
Yarn: Any worsted weight yarn that can be knit to the gauge shown. The yarn used to make the hats in the
photo is Plymouth Worsted Merino Superwash(100% merino, 218 yds/100 grams) color 56.
Needles and Notions:
US Size 7 (4.5mm) 16” circular needle or size required to achieve gauge
US Size 5 (3.75mm) 16” circular needle or two sizes smaller than size used to achieve gauge
Size 7 (4.5mm) double point needles
Circular stitch marker
Yarn needle for weaving in ends
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Abbreviations and Techniques
K
Knit
K2tog Knit two together - Insert the right needle knitwise into the next 2 stitches on the left
needle. Knit these 2 stitches at the same time as if they were 1 stitch.
P
Purl
SSK
Slip, Slip, Knit – Slip the next 2 stitches knitwise to the right needle, insert the tip of
the left needle into the front loop of these 2 stitches, knit the 2 stitches together
through the back loops as if they were 1 stitch.
St (s) Stitch(es)
**
Directions between asterisks such as *K2, p2* are repeated over and over to the end of the round
or until a specified number of stitches remain.
4-St LKC Four-stitch Left Knit Cross
WITH CABLE NEEDLE: Slip the next 2 stitches to a cable needle and hold at the front of the
work, knit the next 2 stitches from the left needle, knit the 2 stitches from the cable
needle.
WITHOUT CABLE NEEDLE: Insert the right needle into the back loops of the 3rd and 4th stitch on the left
needle, slip all 4 stitches off the left needle, insert the left needle into the 2 loose stitches, transfer
the 2 stitches on the right needle back to the left needle, knit 4 stitches from the left needle.
4-St LKC with left decrease (the ssk is worked using the last st of the cable and the first purl st)
WITH CABLE NEEDLE: Slip the next 2 stitches to a cable needle and hold at the front of the
work, knit the next 2 stitches from the left needle, transfer stitches on cable needle back to
left needle, k1, ssk.
WITHOUT CABLE NEEDLE: Cross sts using same technique as 4-St LKC, k3, ssk.
4-St LKC with right decrease
WITH CABLE NEEDLE: Slip the next 2 stitches to a cable needle and hold at the front of the
work, k2tog from the left needle, knit the 2 stitches from the cable needle.
WITHOUT CABLE NEEDLE: Cross sts using same technique as 4-St LKC, k2tog, k2.
3-St LKC with decrease
WITH CABLE NEEDLE: Slip the next 2 stitches to a cable needle and hold at the front of the
work, knit the next stitch from the left needle, ssk from the cable needle (you may find it easier to
transfer the stitches on the cable needle back to the left needle before working the ssk).
WITHOUT A CABLE NEEDLE: Insert the right needle into the back loops of the 2nd and 3rd stitch on the left
needle, slip all 3 stitches off the left needle, insert the left needle into the loose stitch, transfer the 2
stitches on the right needle back to the left needle, k1, ssk.
HAT DIRECTIONS
Using smaller needle, cast on 96 (108, 120) stitches. Join in the round being careful not to twist use a stitch
marker to mark the beginning of the round (slip marker on each round).
Round 1 - 7: *K4, p2*; repeat from * to * to end of round.
Change to larger needle.
Round 8: *4-St LKC, p2*; repeat from * to * to end of round.
Round 9 – 11: *K4, p2*; repeat from * to * to end of round.
Repeat rounds 8 to 11 until the length from the cast on row is 5 ½ (6 ½, 7 ½) inches.
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Shape Top:
Switch to double pointed needles when the stitches will no longer fit comfortably around the circular needle.
Round 1: *4-St LKC with left decrease, p1*; repeat from * to * to end of round – 80 (92, 104) sts remain.
Rounds 2 – 4: *K4, p1*; repeat from * to * to end of round.
Round 5: *4-St LKC with right decrease, p1*; repeat from * to * to end of round – 64 (74, 84) sts remain.
Rounds 6 – 8: *K3, p1*; repeat from * to * to end of round.
Round 9: *3-St LKC with decrease, p1*; repeat from * to * to end of round – 48 (56, 64) sts remain.
Round 10: *K2, p1*; repeat from * to * to end of round.
Round 11: *K1, ssk*; repeat from * to * to end of round – 32 (38, 44) sts remain.
Round 12: Knit to end of round.
Round 13: *Ssk*; repeat from * to * to end of round – 16 (20, 24) sts remain.
Round 14: Knit to end of round.
Round 15: Remove marker, *ssk*; repeat from * to * until 8 sts remain.
To finish the hat, cut the yarn leaving a tail at least 8” long. Using a yarn needle thread the tail through the
remaining stitches and pass through the hole in the top of the hat to the inside. Pull the tail firmly to close the
hole and weave the ends into the stitches on the inside of the hat to secure. Steam gently if desired. Do not
stretch hat or wear until completely dry from steaming.

GO BACK TO SCHOOL!

Take Carri Hammett’s new online class, Knit Finishing Techniques
now available from Annie’s.
http://www.anniescatalog.com/onlineclasses

Learn the knit finishing techniques you need to complete a gorgeous tailored
sweater like a pro! Carri will guide you through this fun and informative class
and as you pick up valuable skills, including several
different methods of blocking, seaming, and
edging.
This knitting class will give you an opportunity to
stitch and complete a beautiful, tailored cardigan
sweater (shown at right). All the information
needed to plan, knit, block, and finish is
demonstrated and included in the class materials.
The sweater pattern is written for sizes XS to 3XL
and uses worsted weight yarn.
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